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Details of Visit:

Author: Geronimo13
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 2 May 2014 20:30
Duration of Visit: 1.5 Hours
Amount Paid: 400
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Lia Amelia
Website: http://www.missliaamelia.co.uk
Phone: 07975506086

The Premises:

Lia uses a studio flat about a 10min walk from Marble Arch tube station. Very convenient, discreet
and easy to find. There is also a nice living area with a couch to relax, chat and enjoy a glass of
wine before getting into the fun. Lia had set a nice mood with candles, relaxing music and soft
lighting. The shower was clean and strong and Lia had a variety of bathroom products available.
Overall, the flat was good-sized, clean and relaxing – decent venue.

The Lady:

Lia is incredibly beautiful – certainly one of the most beautiful WGs I have been with so far. She
looks exactly like her pictures with a very sexy size 8 figure. She is medium height (5’4’’ sounds
right as per her website) and Lia clearly stays in great shape and her body is toned to perfection.
Clean & lean works! She also has a gorgeous face with deep blue eyes, voluptuous lips and long
blonde hair. Lia just exudes sex appeal and you won’t be able to keep your hands off her for long.
She has perky big boobs which are enhanced but feel fantastic. Her nipples get rock hard and enjoy
a bit of attention. She has a tight and neat pussy and is shaven apart from a bit of a trimmed patch
above. Overall, Lia has a beautiful and classy look with an incredible figure and I very much enjoyed
discovering every part of her body.

The Story:

Lia was very attentive from the start. Very nice kiss to welcome me to the flat and her friendly and
bubbly personality shines through right away. Lia had asked me before the meeting what I’d like to
drink and she had even bought a wine I like which was very enjoyable on a Friday evening to wind
down a bit and chat. She has a beautiful spirit and I love her positive energy. Felt like talking to an
old friend!

After a quick shower, we then moved on to very soft and sensual DFK on her couch before moving
to the bed. We started things off with OWO and Lia certainly knows what she’s doing. Deep, wet,
good suction but not too hard – I just had to return the favour and we moved on to RO. Lia tastes
incredible and is extremely responsive. In terms of personality in bed, I think her description of
being a sensual bad-ass is spot on. She seems to enjoy a mix of soft and gentle caresses and
kisses combined with a bit harder PSE-type action – perfect combination in my opinion. What
followed were 2 rounds of hot sex in various positions. I asked for a fairly active and naughty GFE
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and Lia delivered this to perfection. Lia also seems to really enjoy ‘A’ starting slowly and then
taking it pretty hard while making herself cum with her vibe at the same time – very hot! She also
took CIM with pleasure both times and swallowed. Incredibly sexy - she even proudly showed me
her empty mouth the first time - seems like she enjoys it as a bit of kinky action.

I had a fantastic 90min with Lia and would highly recommend her if you are looking for no-holes
barred naughty action with a friendly and bubble gorgeous blonde. I am looking forward to seeing
her again.
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